
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) Vendors Reduce Costs and Risks, Simplify Affordable

Care Act (ACA) Compliance, Improve Robustness and Security with BNETAL SureDeliver®

Are you an EDI vendor that

is concerned about the overheads of Affordable Care Act related compliance efforts,

and wants to make sure they don't distract from your primary business focus?

realizes  that  an  enterprise  grade  connectivity  and  security  implementation  that  is

secure,  scalable  and  manageable  takes  significant  connectivity  and  security

development and ongoing senior level expertise which is very expensive?

can benefit from a robust and turnkey solution to reduce costs and risks, and simplify

your (or your customers') compliance?

can benefit from industry leading expertise on connectivity and security?

wants to minimize the impact on your revenue cycle management operation?

We can help!

BNETAL  offers  SureDeliver®,  a  turnkey  enterprise  grade  solution  for  Affordable  Care  Act

compliant connectivity and security (CAQH CORE Connectivity Operating Rules) for HIPAA EDI

transactions. SureDeliver® is in production and is a proven solution that saves time, costs and

risks in achieving compliance, improving operational robustness and security.

NEW: SureDeliver® 8.2 has a ready-now, enterprise-grade, secure and robust CORE Phase

IV Connectivity  Rule  implementation (for  Claims  and  other  transactions) in addition to

Phase III and II Connectivity Rules implementations.

NEW: See what our customers are saying about SureDeliver® and BNETAL!

NEW: Health Plan and Healthcare Clearinghouse vendors can benefit from an alliance with

us to bring your A-game to ACA compliant connectivity projects, reduce your risks and

costs of implementation and maintenance, and confidently pursue larger enterprise and

infrastructure projects. Ask us about our OEM and Reseller agreements. 

With a rich administrative interface for easy installation and configuration, a scalable high

performance architecture, advanced security and trading partner configuration, diagnostics,

analytical  reports  and  more,  SureDeliver®  simplifies  both  implementation  and  ongoing

administration, saving time and cost. SureDeliver® easily integrates with your existing X12



Contact Us Today and Learn More!

processing layer, acting as a  turnkey parallel  gateway to  existing connectivity approaches

such as Secure FTP.

SureDeliver  also  has  turnkey  implementations  of  clinical,  pharmacy  and  public  health

connectivity and security profiles, enabling additional use cases such as NwHIN connectivity.

BNETAL  product  SureVigil®  complements  SureDeliver®  by  providing  proactive  monitoring,

alerting and reporting on up-time and performance of health data exchanges. This improves

robust operation while simplifying compliance with performance requirements for Real Time

X12 transactions such as Eligibility and Claim Status.

BNETAL product  ManageSecure® complements  SureDeliver®  by  providing  digital  certificate

issual  and  life-cycle  management,  strengthening  and  simplifying  X.509  certificate  based

authentication for HIPAA EDI transactions.

Supported by top-notch experts in health data exchange, security and regulatory compliance.

Contact us today at Info@BNETAL.com to schedule a meeting, or request our white paper.

_______
CAQH® and CORE® are registered trademarks of the Council for Affordable Quality Healthcare, an independent organization. CORE Operating Rules are

developed by industry stakeholders using a transparent process. ACA Section 1104 already has language mandating use of CORE Operating Rules (Phase

II and III). CORE Phase IV Rules are yet to be adopted by ACA, but are available for voluntary adoption.
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